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Enterprises are concerned about five primary threat 
actors
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Employee devices are common targets in attacks

Base: 257 network path security decision makers who experienced an external attack when their company was breached; Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business 

Technographics® Security Survey, 2018
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19%

29%

31%

33%

40%

Other

Private cloud environments

Social media account

Public cloud environments

Person (e.g., via social engineering)

Company website (e.g., via DDoS)

Corporate-owned mobile device

Employee-owned mobile device

Corporate server

“Which of the following was targeted as a part of the 
external attack?”

Fifty-three percent of 
all endpoint attacks are 
considered fileless.

Of those attacks that 
use malware, most 
(more than 90%) have 
never been seen 
before.
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Enterprise S&R pros are faced with a variety of threats 
to their endpoints

› Mobile/traditional malware

› Fileless malware (e.g., script-based attacks)

› Ransomware

› User exploitation

› Credential theft

› Network attacks

› Sensitive data theft
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Buyers struggle to find the right security tools

Base: 549 security decision makers with client/endpoint, data, or mobile security responsibilities (1,000+ employees); Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business 

Technographics® Security Survey, 2019
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Device kill

Application whitelisting

Application sandboxing

Application privilege management

Full-disk/desktop encryption (software-based and nonself-encrypting)

File-level encryption

Host intrusion prevention system (HIPS)

Full-disk encryption (self-encrypting drive or Microsoft eDrive)

Application integrity protection

Endpoint data leak prevention (DLP)

Patch management

Device/port control

URL filtering on the client

Endpoint detection and response (EDR)

Antimalware (antivirus and antispyware)

“What are your firm’s plans to adopt the following client security technologies?”

Planning to implement within the next 12 months Implementing/implemented + expanding/upgrading implementation
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Agent proliferation adds to the complexity and expense

Source: Forrester Consulting survey data, 2017-2018

The average enterprise has more than 

six agents per endpoint.
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Customers appreciate that their Endpoint Security 
tools are..

• Generally closed-loop (low expertise required)

• Increasingly package services together with tools

• Protect against known file-based threats

• Effective at stopping malicious behaviors indicative of exploit

• Merging with EDR, giving visibility into endpoint activity beyond PE blocking
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Customers complain that their Endpoint Security tools..

• Continue to struggle with 0-day threat prevention 

• Have inconsistent levels of protection between OS platforms

• Don’t offer strong off-network performance

• Lack scalability 

• Struggle with fileless and script-based malware

• Require too many FTEs to run effectively 

• Lack integration/too many screens to deal with when responding to incidents

• Have a high user experience impact
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Endpoint security buyer trends

1. Combined EPP and EDR is now tablestakes in most RFPs

2. Native security capabilities replacing 3rd party security tools on Mac and Windows

3. Suite customers are demanding more automation, integration with IT ops tools

4. MDR interest is high (overall interest in security services trending upward)

5. Enterprises of all size are asking about user behavior in the context of EPP as well as 

pattern recognition & classification (ex. machine learning, entity-based analysis, 

baselining, etc.)

6. Patching continues to be a weak point for most suites

7. Interest is growing in Zero-Trust endpoint policies and control

• Customers want risk-based security policies 
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Modern endpoint security suites automate threat 
prevention, detection, and response

Control/remediation

Prevention Detection
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Modern endpoint security suites automate threat 
prevention, detection, and response

Prevention Detection

Control/remediation

• Addresses attack surface

• Limits time spent on 

detection/response

• Doesn’t require frequent 

updates
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• Endpoint visibility and 

integration

• Catches what gets through

• Threat intelligence required

• Addresses attack surface

• Limits time spent on 

detection/response

• Doesn’t require frequent 

updates

Modern endpoint security suites automate threat 
prevention, detection, and response

Prevention Detection

Control/remediation
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• Automated/assisted remediation reduces friction.

• Ensures policy and patch compliance

• Operationalizes threat intelligence

Modern endpoint security suites automate threat 
prevention, detection, and response

Control/remediation

Prevention Detection

• Endpoint visibility and 

integration

• Catches what gets through

• Threat intelligence required

• Addresses attack surface

• Limits time spent on 

detection/response

• Doesn’t require frequent 

updates
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Support a Zero-Trust Strategy On The Endpoint

Does your ESS vendor allow you to:

• Embrace the positive security model

› Never assume trust (with executables, user privileges, app privileges)

• Track risk levels associated with endpoint configuration and real-time 

behaviors

• Identify and enforce isolation levels based on real-time risk

• Correlate data, network, and user behavior telemetry for context/improved 

risk identification and coordinated control
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Automated Prevention-First Security
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Competitors rely only 
on semi-automated 
and manual detect 
and response, which 
negatively impacts 
your time to security, 
at a higher cost. 

Cylance’s automated 
prevention first 
approach, delivers 
the fastest time to 
security, at a lower 
cost.

Cylance AI Prevention
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World’s Largest Native AI 
Cybersecurity Company

- First Company to Apply AI to Endpoint Protection

- Fastest Cybersecurity Company to Reach $100M in Revenue

- Compromised Assessment, ThreatZERO®, MDR, and Staff Augmentation Services

- Protecting all G7 Governments

- Protecting Over 8,000 Customers and 500,000,000 Endpoints

- Protecting Over 170,000,000 Vehicles

- Expanding from Endpoint to Mobile to IoT

About BlackBerry Cylance
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

“Next-level” business case justifications are 
increasingly important for technology investments

Very important, 
60%

Somewhat 
important, 33%

Somewhat unimportant, 4% Not at all important, 3%

Over 90% of IT decision-makers find value in a 
business case

TCO ROI TEI

IT impact

IT costs

IT cost savings

Business 

impact

User efficiency

Business effectiveness

Risk/ 

uncertainty

Risk mitigation

Risk versus reward

Strategic

impact

Scalability

Flexibility

What is an effective business case?

Base: 825 IT decision-makers at North American enterprises 
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

RISKS

The objective of the TEI framework is to identify all 
of the factors that affect an investment decision

BENEFITS

FLEXIBILITY

COSTS

Total

Economic

ImpactTM

(TEI)
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

Forrester took a multistep approach to evaluate the 
impact of CylancePROTECT® And CylanceOPTICS®

START
Due 

diligence

Customer 

interview

Create 

financial 

model

Write 

case 

study

Review 

and 

finalize
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Disclosures

The audience should be aware of the following:

• This document is an abridged webinar version of a full case study (Forrester Total Economic Impact of 

CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019).

• The study is commissioned by BlackBerry Cylance and delivered by the Forrester Consulting group.

• Forrester makes no assumptions as to the potential return on investment that other organizations will 

receive. Forrester strongly advises that readers should use their own estimates within the framework 

provided in the report to determine the appropriateness of an investment in BlackBerry Cylance.

• BlackBerry Cylance reviewed and provided feedback to Forrester, but Forrester maintains editorial 

control over the study and its findings and does not accept changes to the study that contradict 

Forrester’s findings or obscure the meaning of the study. 

• The customer name for the interviews was provided by BlackBerry Cylance.

• Forrester does not endorse BlackBerry Cylance.
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Key outcomes

CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS® provide an AI-

driven threat prevention, detection, and response security 

solution that protects endpoints, servers, and cloud 

workloads. 

• CylancePROTECT offers realtime predictive threat 

prevention and visibility into the endpoint environment, 

allowing cybersecurity teams to discover and stop 

potential threats before they propagate.

• CylanceOPTICS enables faster enterprisewide threat 

hunting; security teams can interrogate endpoints in 

seconds and store critical data for future investigations.
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

Forrester has determined the following three-year 
impact from the CylancePROTECT® and 
CylanceOPTICS® investment

ROI

99%
Return on investment

BENEFITS PV

$14M
Benefits Present Value

NPV

$7M
Net present value
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

Forrester interviewed one CylancePROTECT® and 
CylanceOPTICS® customer 

MANUFACTURING

45,000 EMPLOYEES

2 YEARS USING PRODUCT

500 locations in 150 countries

$14B REVENUE

Used an on-premises signature-

based antivirus endpoint security 

solution

Manufactures tools and tooling 

systems for industrial metal 

cutting

CylancePROTECT and 

CylanceOPTICS installed on 

45,000 endpoints
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

The customers shared experiences before and after using 
CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®

The Customer Journey

KEY DRIVERS

• Insufficient protection against 

ransomware, malware, and other 

threats. 

•Operational problems with the 

legacy endpoint security solutions. 

•Lack of visibility into software 

downloads.

KEY RESULTS

• Improved threat protection. 

•Simplicity — a single vision for 

cyberdefense.

•Faster threat response and mediation.

• Improved visibility and control over 

employee software downloads. 
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The interviewee shared 

the following key result“Now with Cylance, if we detect something, 

we are able to look into the clients, 

preempt, and deploy the mitigation 

protection just within minutes.”

“We have gone from around 50 

compromised users each day to around 

zero or one somedays. The situation has 

totally changed for us.” 

Head of cybersecurity, 

manufacturing
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$8.4M

$3.3M

$1.9M

$453.0K

Decommissioned
legacy software

Time savings, faster
investigation and

remediation

Reduced cost of
security breach

Additional benefits

The customer 

quantified key 

benefits from the 

CylancePROTECT®

and 

CylanceOPTICS®

Three-year total PV benefit 

breakdown
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

The customer decommissioned its legacy endpoint 
security solution after adopting BlackBerry Cylance

Decommissioned Legacy On-Premises Endpoint Security 

Solution – $8.4 million over three years

• Before using CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS® the customer paid its former 

service provider $4.5 million annually to protect 45,000 endpoints.

• This fee included the cost of on-premises legacy endpoint security software, service 

provider fees, and underlying infrastructure cost (e.g., servers). 

• The customer completely decommissioned its legacy on-premises endpoint security 

solution after adopting BlackBerry Cylance.

Annual on-

premises software 

cost

Years Risk adjustment

$4.5M 3 ▼25%
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

Cybersecurity team productivity increases by 20% 
with CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®

Improved Cybersecurity Team Productivity – $161,148 over 

three years

• Previously, the cybersecurity team spent time reactively troubleshooting and 

maintaining the legacy endpoint security solution. 

• Today, the cybersecurity team can proactively focus on threat hunting and investigating 

more serious threats. 

• Forrester assumes the productivity improvement to be 20%, and 50% of the hours 

saved are converted into productive time. 

Cybersecurity 

FTEs

Cybersecurity team 

annual salary per 

FTE 

Productivity 

improvement with 

BlackBerry 

Cylance 

Productivity 

recapture
Risk adjustment

4.5 $160K 20% 50% ▼10%
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

Expected cost of a major security breach went down 
by 25 percentage points

Reduced Cost Of A Major Security Breach – $1.7 million over 

three years

• The customer started with a 30% risk of a major ransomware or malware attack while 

using the legacy endpoint security solution. 

• The risk of a major attack has dropped to 5% with BlackBerry Cylance. 

• The average annual cost of a malware attack is $2.4 million, and the average annual 

cost of a ransomware attack is $0.5 million.

Average annual cost of a 

major malware and 

ransomware breach 

Risk of a major breach 

before Cylance 

Reduction in risk of 

major breach 
Risk adjustment

$2.9M 30% 25% ▼10%
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

The organization reduced lost time via faster 
investigation and remediation by 95%

Time Savings From Faster Investigation And Remediation –

$3.3 million over three years

• The manufacturer was seeing 50 compromised users per day with the legacy 

endpoint security solution. 

• With BlackBerry Cylance, there are usually zero or somedays one compromised user.

• When a user machine is compromised, the average knowledge worker loses 4 hours 

of time. 

Reduction in 

compromised 

users per day with 

Cylance 

End user 

productivity loss 

due to compromise 

(hours per incident) 

Average hourly 

rate for knowledge 

worker 

Productivity 

recapture
Risk adjustment

49 4 hours $50 50% ▼25%
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

The interviewee cut machine reimaging by 97%

Time Savings From Less Frequent Endpoint Reimaging –

$236,780 over three years

• The manufacturer reimaged five to 10 machines per week with the legacy endpoint 

security solution. 

• The reimaging process often meant waiting 24 hours to receive updated files from the 

legacy software vendor. 

• With BlackBerry Cylance, there have been zero machines reimaged to date.

Reduction in 

endpoints reimaged 

(per month) with 

Cylance 

Time to reimage per 

machine (hours) 

IT active time 

during reimaging

End user time lost 

to reimaging (hours 

per incident) 

Risk adjustment

29 8 hours 20% 4 hours ▼10%
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

BlackBerry Cylance enabled the organization to 
eliminate manual software audits

Reduced Cost Of Software Audits – $55,093 over three years

• Before BlackBerry Cylance, the manufacturer did three or four software audits per 

year. The software audit was manual and therefore required significant effort. 

• Each audit took about a week with two cybersecurity analysts devoted to the project. 

• With BlackBerry Cylance, the customer, in effect, does software audits on a daily 

basis.

Software license 

audits per year 

Time per audit 

(weeks)

Security analyst 

FTEs required for 

software audit

Security operations 

staff fully loaded 

annual salary per 

FTE

Risk adjustment

4 1 2 $160K ▼10%
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

The client can withstand 

threats without cloud 

connection

The organization could 

decommission additional 

endpoint security tools

Additionally, there are benefits to using 
CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS that the 
customer couldn’t quantify
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

Customers incurred three categories of cost to use 
CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS

SAAS AND SERVICE 

PROVIDER FEES 

• 7 weeks to test and implement

• $2.5M annual BlackBerry 

Cylance provider fee

INTERNAL LABOR COST

• 1 security analyst for internal 

support

• 50% of time dedicated to 

managing BlackBerry Cylance

• $160,000 annual analyst salary

IMPLEMENTATION 

INTERNAL LABOR COST

• 1 internal resource needed to 

implement and test

• 7 weeks

• $160,000 annual analyst salary
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

TEI analyses also includes flexibility and risk factors

FLEXIBILITY

CylancePROTECT and 

CylanceOPTICS provides an 

organization with the ability to engage 

in future initiatives for additional benefit

•Enabling more flexibility for the 

cybersecurity team. 

IMPACT RISK

Business/technology needs may not 

be met by investment in BlackBerry 

Cylance, resulting in lower benefits 

• Outcomes of decommissioning a legacy 

system will vary widely depending on 

the service provider agreement, legacy 

software vendor, deployment model, 

and age of the legacy system. 

• The original level of endpoint security 

protection.

• Costs of a security breach will depend 

on the specifics of the organization, 

including size, industry, and geography. 

IMPLEMENTATION RISK

Proposed investment in 

CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS

may deviate from expected requirements, 

resulting in higher costs

•Previous level of the organization’s 

protection.

•The size of the security team.

•Average salaries. 
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Source: The Total Economic Impact Of CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS®, May 2019

© 2019 Forrester. Reproduction Prohibited.

Three-year model summary results

ROI

99%

NPV

$7 million

Benefits PV

$14 million
 -$4.0 M

 -$2.0 M

$2.0 M

$4.0 M

$6.0 M

$8.0 M

$10.0 M

Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Cash
flows

Total costs

Total benefits

Cumulative net benefits



About BlackBerry Cylance
World’s Largest Native AI 
Cybersecurity Company

4-5 FTE’s to 
trouble shoot 

legacy AV. 
Today they 
use ½ FTE

25%

Reduced the 
expected cost 

of a breach 
legacy AV had 

missed

95%

Reduced lost 
time with faster 
investigations 

and 
remediation 

97%90%

Cut in machine 
reimaging  

meaning less lost 
user time and 

admin time

99%

Return on 
Investment

The Forrester TEI Study: Quantifying the Value of Prevention + EDR

Migrate from Legacy AV to Prevention
• Get an additional six months of free product with a minimum purchase of a one-year license
• Free migration service for orders of 1,000 endpoints or more
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